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Paula Valls presents I AM (Satellite K, 2018), her first long-play, produced 
by David Soler. A more intimate and naked job where the silences also speak, 
displaying a different musical style from that of her impressive debut EP 
Black and White, (RGB Media, 2016).

While Black and White was a first step towards professionalization, an 
experiment where she was telling other people’s stories, I AM, completely 
directed by herself, is a work where Paula Valls (Manlleu, 1999) dares to talk 
about her own and recent experiences. Valls talks about feeling lost and not 
finding herself, about difficult moments and changes, and about having to 
make important decisions - a reflection of her accelerated personal evolution, 
more often than not in a sad tone, full of farewells, but always with a 
hint of hope. This is her cover letter where she really shows herself.

I AM could have arrived directly from the United States: the most American 
black music (soul, blues and jazz) and folk are intertwined with the key 
influence of the producer Joe Henry. Paula’s recording is made from spontaneity 
and improvisation in the studio, where songs have set the guidelines, where 
authenticity has been primed above perfection, as in a live concert. 

Last April 2019, Valls released a double single with a new theme ‘Time’ and 
a version of ‘Monsters’ (theme already included in the long-play) where the 
artist shows a clear stylistic evolution and is submerged in a world of textures, 
colours, strata and voices that are far from the instrumental formation 
displayed on the album (with clear influences from artists such as Patrick 
Watson and John Brion). Valls has not wanted to give more importance to a 
song than to the other and for that the vinyl has nor A-side neither B-side: 
it is up to the listener to decide the order. This conceptual freedom is also 
materialised by the packaging: there is no back cover but a proper cover for 
each song.

On her I AM show tour, Paula Valls (vocals and composition ) will be surrounded 
by David Soler (guitar and musical direction), Oriol Roca (drums), Miquel 
Sospedra (bass) and Daniel Ferrer (piano).

PRESS QUOTES:
Few musical projects bring together such praises in such a short time; although Paula Valls, the protagonist of a new 

professional and personal history of precocious talent, flees from this apparently endless storm of enthusiasm un-
leashed since her first E.P, Black and White release. Valls’ voice shines with the same strength as the one she dedi-

cates to barging praise. “I’m not looking for virtuosity, just expressiveness,” it’s what she often repeats as the motto 
of a personal brand that she insists on not untying from the band that accompanies her.
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“17 years according to her passport; a century as for her voice”
Her curls laugh. Her eyes laugh. But her voice cries or shakes. Nobody would say that Paula Valls is 18 years old. 
And this is not the only surprise: you will also be astonished by her ‘black’ sound (with influences from jazz and 

African-American music).
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